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Samsung Galaxy Tabs For Dummies The Senior Sleuth's Guide to Technology for Seniors provides an overview of products that help make senior citizens' lives more graceful,
independent, invigorating and fun. In this book, the Senior Sleuth will investigate computers, the Internet, and modern technologies related to health and medication management,
independent living, communication, travel and transportation, and home entertainment. This lighthearted reference book provides both seniors and their caregivers with a comprehensive
look at the types of technologies being produced for their specific needs.
Media Convergence Handbook - Vol. 1 Learn to use your Galaxy Tab with ease, no jargon. Clear, concise, short and to the point Using Galaxy Tab is the essential guide to getting around
Samsung's flagship and best selling Android-based tablet and e-book reader. This book explores setting up your new Tab and registering; navigating around the interface and what all the
buttons, lists and icons are for; configuring your WiFi; setting up, sending and receiving emails using Yahoo, Gmail, Hotmail and your Exchange account; and browsing the web. This
book also looks at the relationship of your device and cloud storage; buying and downloading games and apps from Google Play as well as other Android app stores; transferring your own
documents to your Tab. Furthermore, this book shows you how to watch videos, YouTube on your TV, and movies on your TV from Tab. Techniques are illustrated step-by-step,
together with concise, easy to follow text from an established Google Android devices reviewer and expert. Whether you have just bought your first Tab or a keen user, this book will
provide you with a firm grasp of the underpinning foundations and equip you with the skills needed to use your Tab.
Clean My Space Identity fraud happens to everyone. So what do you do when it's your turn? Increasingly, identity theft is a fact of life. We might once have hoped to protect ourselves
from hackers with airtight passwords and aggressive spam filters, and those are good ideas as far as they go. But with the breaches of huge organizations like Target, AshleyMadison.com,
JPMorgan Chase, Sony, Anthem, and even the US Office of Personnel Management, more than a billion personal records have already been stolen, and chances are good that you're
already in harm's way. This doesn't mean there's no hope. Your identity may get stolen, but it doesn't have to be a life-changing event. Adam Levin, a longtime consumer advocate and
identity fraud expert, provides a method to help you keep hackers, phishers, and spammers from becoming your problem. Levin has seen every scam under the sun: fake companies selling
"credit card insurance"; criminal, medical, and child identity theft; emails that promise untold riches for some personal information; catphishers, tax fraud, fake debt collectors who
threaten you with legal action to confirm your account numbers; and much more. As Levin shows, these folks get a lot less scary if you see them coming. With a clearheaded, practical
approach, Swiped is your guide to surviving the identity theft epidemic. Even if you've already become a victim, this strategic book will help you protect yourself, your identity, and your
sanity.
The Scent Keeper Singapore's leading tech magazine gives its readers the power to decide with its informative articles and in-depth reviews.
SMARTLAB: You Build It - Step-by-step instructions with callouts to Samsung Galaxy S 4 photos that show you exactly what to do. Help when you run into Samsung Galaxy S 4
problems or limitations. Tips and Notes to help you get the most from your Samsung Galaxy S 4. Full-color, step-by-step tasks walk you through getting and keeping your Samsung
Galaxy S 4 working just the way you want. Learn how to Quickly set up your Galaxy S 4 and master its TouchWiz touch interface Customize the Home screen by adding widgets, favorite
apps, and personal wallpaper Tweak system settings to make the phone uniquely yours Use social networks, manage contacts, and create appointments Discover the S 4’s best shortcuts
for calling, texting, and web browsing Send and receive email from multiple accounts Shoot and share photos and HD video Find great third-party apps—and make the most of your builtin apps Never get lost with built-in GPS and Google Navigation Transfer photos, songs, and more between your S 4 and computer or between two phones Synchronize important contact,
calendar, and other data across multiple accounts Control your TV and DVR with the built-in WatchON app Share music (and more) with nearby Samsung phones using Group Play
“Mirror” your phone’s display on your high-def TV Share Internet access by transforming your S 4 into a mobile hotspot Keep your S 4 safe and secure Fix lockups, memory
shortages, and other annoyances
Unlock your DVD player with just your remote! - Secret codes to make your DVD player region free A material, literary, and cultural exploration of how the remote control, a seemingly
innocuous media accessory, impacts our perception and world-view.
Ainsley and Owen It’s the little things that turn a good digital product into a great one. With this practical book, you’ll learn how to design effective microinteractions: the small details
that exist inside and around features. How can users change a setting? How do they turn on mute, or know they have a new email message? Through vivid, real-world examples from
today’s devices and applications, author Dan Saffer walks you through a microinteraction’s essential parts, then shows you how to use them in a mobile app, a web widget, and an
appliance. You’ll quickly discover how microinteractions can change a product from one that’s tolerated into one that’s treasured. Explore a microinteraction’s structure: triggers,
rules, feedback, modes, and loops Learn the types of triggers that initiate a microinteraction Create simple rules that define how your microinteraction can be used Help users understand
the rules with feedback, using graphics, sounds, and vibrations Use modes to let users set preferences or modify a microinteraction Extend a microinteraction’s life with loops, such as
“Get data every 30 seconds”
Building Network Capabilities in Turbulent Competitive Environments Our phones, computers and tablets are getting more powerful—but how many of us know the ways to get the most
out of them? Bestselling author Ankit Fadia shows you how. Send an email in the future Fake an incoming call on your mobile phone Catch a cheating partner red-handed!
Remember where you parked your car Block inappropriate websites from your kids Automate tasks on your mobile phone Hide files inside photographs! Faster: 100 Ways to
Improve Your Digital Life contains all the tips and tricks for you to stretch the limits of emails, computers, social networks, video sites and everything else digital. With easy-to-use
examples and loads of screenshots, Faster is the perfect digital companion for you.
My Samsung Galaxy S 4 Explore your Galaxy Tab S with an expert tour guide at your side Samsung Galaxy Tab S For Dummies is a user-friendly guide to getting the most out of your new
tablet. You'll discover how different the tablet experience is from the desktop, laptop, or smartphone, and learn how to take advantage of everything your Galaxy Tab S has to offer. This
entertaining guide walks you through each feature one by one, helping you learn exactly what your tablet can do for you. With everything from reading to playing games and surfing the
Internet, you will learn how to be productive and have fun, too! Navigate your Galaxy Tab S easily, and get acquainted with the keyboard Send e-mail, browse the Web, and tap into social
media Make phone calls, take pictures, and hold video chats Play music, movies, games, and more Your Galaxy Tab S has so much to offer — it's not a computer, but it is so much more
than a smartphone. Samsung Galaxy Tab S For Dummies is the perfect guide to getting to know your Galaxy S tablet, so settle in and see what your tablet can do.
Swiped Singapore's leading tech magazine gives its readers the power to decide with its informative articles and in-depth reviews.
The New Southern Style Discover which ARTIK modules to use for various applications, and how to produce code for them. This book goes beyond the information previously available
online, efficiently guiding developers from initial setup of their development environment to product development and prototyping in no time. Beginners will find helpful background
insights into foundation technology and useful reference information is included for more advanced developers. Samsung's announcement of the new ARTIK modules for IoT has
generated tremendous interest in the developer market for wearable and other consumer or industrial devices. This book provides the perfect tutorial-based introduction to the ARTIK
family of “Systems on Modules,” which integrate powerful microprocessors, memory, wireless connectivity, and enhanced security on to very small form factor boards. With Beginning
Samsung ARTIK as your guide, take the next steps to creating great solutions with an ARTIK. What You'll Learn Use terminal emulators to access the command line and talk to the device
Establish Wi-Fi connectivity with a wireless network Upgrade the operating system and install additional software Bring up Eclipse IDE and create a cross-compiler toolchain on Mac OS
X Cross-compile for the ARM processors in the ARTIK modules using Arduino IDE with libArduino to C Use C to access the ARTIK hardware via a file based API Use Node.js and
Python inside the ARTIK module Integrate applications with the Samsung SAMI data aggregation hub Use Temboo to generate IoT software solutions that can be downloaded and
compiled natively inside the ARTIK Debug applications with software and hardware probes Who This Book Is For Moderately experienced developers wanting to understand ARTIK and
how to interact with it from within their own apps or web services.
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Media Networks Take control! Kids build the remote themselves and gain hands-on experience with the science of light and energy. Includes everything kids need to build a working
remote control (for use with home TV and VCR). Kids build and program this universal remote to discover how light and energy make channel surfing possible.
My Samsung Galaxy S5 This volume constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second International Conference on HCI in Business, HCIB 2015, held as part of the 17th International
Conference on Human-Computer Interaction, HCII 2015, which took place in Los Angeles, CA, USA, in August 2015. HCII 2015 received a total of 4843 submissions, of which 1462
papers and 246 posters were accepted for publication after a careful reviewing process. The papers address the latest research and development efforts and highlight the human aspects of
design and use of computing systems. They thoroughly cover the entire field of human-computer interaction, addressing major advances in knowledge and effective use of computers in a
variety of application areas. The 72 papers presented in this volume address the following topics: social media for business, enterprise systems, business and gamification, analytics,
visualization and decision- making, industry, academia, innovation, and market.
Faster The new Samsung Galaxy S7 came on the scenes on the March 11 of this year, not too long after the release of the S6 and S6 edge. It looks slightly similar to its predecessor with
many new features and upgrades. The S7 has been highly reviewed for its camera, battery life and water resistance, with many users finding it to be a fast and powerful machine.
Global ICT Industry and Market Report: 2013 Edition Enjoy more entertainment with this friendly user guide to making the most of Amazon Fire TV! Find and watch more of the shows
you enjoy with Amazon Fire TV For Dummies. This book guides you through Fire TV connections and setup and then shows you how to get the most out of your device. This guide is
the convenient way to access quick viewing tips, so there’s no need to search online for information or feel frustrated. With this book by your side, you’ll quickly feel right at home with
your streaming device. Content today can be complicated. You want to watch shows on a variety of sources, such as Hulu, Amazon Prime, Netflix, and the top premium channels.
Amazon’s media device organizes the streaming of today’s popular content services. It lets you use a single interface to connect to the entertainment you can’t wait to watch. This
book helps you navigate your Fire TV to find the content you really want. It will show you how to see your favorite movies, watch binge-worthy TV shows, and even play games on Fire
TV. Get the information you need to set up and start using Fire TV. Understand the basics of how to use the device Explore an array of useful features and streaming opportunities Learn
techniques to become a streaming pro Conquer the world of Fire TV with one easy-to-understand book. Soon you’ll be discovering the latest popcorn-worthy shows.
Applications and Usability of Interactive TV
Tizen TV - Connect Everything PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and services. Our expert industry
analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.
HCI in Business
Using Galaxy Tab Brazil, Russia, India, and China (BRIC) are among the largest and fastest-growing economies in the world. The enormous size of the customer base in these emerging
markets is the strategic concern of global business firms. Successful market performance in these markets requires sound understanding of dynamic environmental factors and timely
investme
Samsung Galaxy S7: For Beginners Ainsley Apple is bored with playing in the woods near her orchard home and wants to go on an adventure. Journey with Ainsley and her good friend
Peyton Pear as they set off to uncover the truth about the mysterious onions who live over the hill. Are onions really creepy, nasty, and yucky like everyone in Bloom Valley says? Discover
what Ainsley and Peyton learn about onions and themselves when they meet Owen Onion.
HWM A rapidly growing number of services and applications along with a dramatic shift in users' consumption models have made media networks an area of increasing importance. Do
you know all that you need to know?Supplying you with a clear understanding of the technical and deployment challenges, Media Networks: Architectures, Applications, and Standard
HWM Feeling hamstrung by your new Samsung? Figure out how to navigate your new phone in no time Your Samsung Galaxy comes packed with features you’ll use every day, and
Samsung Galaxy S21 For Dummies is your guide to exploring them. What do you want to do first? Send a text or email? Take photos and videos? Make a basic call? Play games? Shop?
This handy guide can help you do all that and so much more. Get an overview of the buttons, screens, and apps that are essential to operating your new phone Manage your contacts so
you can stay connected with calls, emails, or texts Surf the web and find new games and apps in the Google Play Store Customize your phone with ringtones, wallpaper, and awesome
accessories Watch videos and movies, shoot your own videos, and take photos Boost your productivity with calendar, GPS, and productivity apps Secure your Samsung Galaxy with your
face ID, thumbprint, and Screen Lock Not only does Samsung Galaxy S21 For Dummies describe features and walk you through steps to use your new phone, it also shows you what the
screens look like and where to tap to make things happen. It’s like having a Samsung expert at your elbow. So pick up your copy today to make the most of your Samsung
smartphone.
Teach Yourself VISUALLY Samsung Galaxy S6 The wildly popular YouTube star behind Clean My Space presents the breakthrough solution to cleaning better with less effort Melissa
Maker is beloved by fans all over the world for her completely re-engineered approach to cleaning. As the dynamic new authority on home and living, Melissa knows that to invest any of
our precious time in cleaning, we need to see big, long-lasting results. So, she developed her method to help us get the most out of our effort and keep our homes fresh and welcoming
every day. In her long-awaited debut book, she shares her revolutionary 3-step solution: Identify the most important areas (MIAs) in your home that need attention Select the
proper products, tools, and techniques (PTT) for the job Implement these new cleaning routines so that they stick Clean My Space takes the chore out of cleaning with Melissa’s
incredible tips and cleaning hacks (the power of pretreating!) her lightning fast 5-10 minute “express clean” routines for every room when time is tightest, and her techniques for
cleaning even the most daunting places and spaces. And a big bonus: Melissa gives guidance on the best non-toxic, eco-conscious cleaning products and offers natural cleaning solution
recipes you can make at home using essential oils to soothe and refresh. With Melissa’s simple groundbreaking method you can truly live in a cleaner, more cheerful, and calming home
all the time.
The Technology, Business, and Economics of Streaming Video Tizen is an open and flexible operating system built from the ground up to address the needs of all stakeholders of the
mobile and connected device ecosystem, including device manufacturers, mobile operators, application developers and independent software vendors (ISVs). Tizen is developed by a
community of developers, under open source governance, and is open to all members who wish to participate. This book is a compilation of the technical documentation of Samsung
Official website (https://developer.samsung.com/home.do) that will help you understand Tizen overall specifications, limitations and process for app management. Also, it carries a simple
to follow guide on how you can install Tizen Studio, the steps on how you can create your first app.
The Senior Sleuth's Guide to Technology for Seniors A colorful, entertaining, and informative guide to the Samsung Galaxy family of tablets Samsung's bestselling Galaxy Tabs may come
in multiple sizes, but they all share the wildly popular Android operating system and are packed with tons of top-notch tablet features. This full-color book shows you how to enjoy all the
things your Galaxy Tab can do, regardless of model: browse the web, handle e-mail, manage your social media, make phone calls and video chat, read e-books, take and share photos, play
music, and more. Author Dan Gookin, famous for his skill in demystifying technology, takes you on a tour of the Galaxy, explaining hidden tablet tricks and showing you how to make
your Tab your own. Walks you through every element of the popular Galaxy Tab models, illustrated with full-color screen shots that show you exactly how to use your new tablet Covers
the unique elements of this amazing Android tablet that give the Galaxy Tab a competitive edge as well as more common tablet features like the touchscreen interface, web browser,
camera, social media, e-mail, apps, and more Includes tips for filling your Galaxy Tab with music, movies, TV shows, books, games, photos, videos, and other cool content from Google
Play Shows you how to type successfully on the Tab keyboard, get directions, manage your content, connect wirelessly, travel with your Tab, and customize its features Samsung Galaxy
Tabs For Dummies is the perfect guide for getting started and getting around the Galaxy like a pro.
Microinteractions Arduino is an open-source platform that makes DIY electronics projects easier than ever. Gone are the days when you had to learn electronics theory and arcane
programming languages before you could even get an LED to blink. Now, with this new edition of the bestsellingArduino: A Quick-Start Guide, readers with no electronics experience can
create their first gadgets quickly. This book is up-to-date for the new Arduino Zero board, with step-by-step instructions for building a universal remote, a motion-sensing game
controller, and many other fun, useful projects. This Quick-Start Guide is packed with fun, useful devices to create, with step-by-step instructions and photos throughout. You'll learn how
to connect your Arduino to the Internet and program both client and server applications. You'll build projects such as your own motion-sensing game controller with a three-axis
accelerometer, create a universal remote with an Arduino and a few cheap parts, build your own burglar alarm that emails you whenever someone's moving in your living room, build
binary dice, and learn how to solder. In one of several new projects in this edition, you'll create your own video game console that you can connect to your TV set. This book is completely
updated for the new Arduino Zero board and the latest advances in supporting software and tools for the Arduino. Sidebars throughout the book point you to exciting real-world projects
using the Arduino, exercises extend your skills, and "What If It Doesn't Work" sections help you troubleshoot common problems. With this book, beginners can quickly join the
worldwide community of hobbyists and professionals who use the Arduino to prototype and develop fun, useful inventions. What You Need: This is the full list of all parts you'd need for
all projects in the book; some of these are provided as part of various kits that are available on the web, or you can purchase individually. Sources include adafruit.com, makershed.com,
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radioshack.com, sparkfun.com, and mouser.com. Please note we do not support or endorse any of these vendors, but we list them here as aconvenience for you. Arduino Zero (or Uno or
Duemilanove or Diecimila) board USB cable Half-size breadboard Pack of LEDs (at least 3, 10 or more is a good idea) Pack of 100 ohm, 10k ohm, and 1k ohm resistors Four pushbuttons
Breadboard jumper wire / connector wire Parallax Ping))) sensor Passive Infrared sensor An infrared LED A 5V servo motor Analog Devices TMP36 temperature sensor ADXL335
accelerometer breakout board 6 pin 0.1" standard header (might be included with the ADXL335) Nintendo Nunchuk Controller Arduino Ethernet shield Arduino Proto shield and a tiny
breadboard (optional but recommended) Piezo speaker/buzzer (optional) Tilt sensor (optional) A 25-30 Watts soldering iron with a tip (preferrably 1/16") A soldering stand and a
sponge A standard 60/40 solder (rosin-core) spool for electronics work
PC Mag The rigid economic conditions in 2012 stemming from the European debt crisis, slow recovery of mature economies, and less expected growth in the emerging markets had
caused government and enterprise sectors to cut down their spending and led to low consumer confidence. Improved broadband service quality and increased income per capita in
emerging countries have made smart handheld devices and other consumer electronic devices the engine of growth for the ICT Industry. This report profiles the development of
motherboard, notebook PC (including netbook), server, tablet, smartphone, large-, medium, and small LCD panels, LCD TV, and DSC (Digital Still Camera) in 2013 and examines their
future trends beyond.
Samsung Galaxy Tab S For Dummies
Digital Human Modeling. Applications in Health, Safety, Ergonomics, and Risk Management: Ergonomics and Design A vibrantly illustrated exploration of the creative, inclusive, and
inspiring movement happening in today’s Southern interior design The American South is a place steeped in history and tradition. We think of sweet tea, thick drawls, and even thicker
summer air. It is also a place with a fraught history, complicated social norms, and dated perspectives. Yet among the makers and artists of the South, there is a powerful movement afoot.
Alyssa Rosenheck shines a much-needed spotlight on a burgeoning community of people who are taking what’s beloved, inherent, and honored in the South and making it their own.
The New Southern Style tours more than 30 homes and includes interviews with the designers, artists, and creative entrepreneurs who are reinventing Southern design and culture. This
beautifully illustrated book is sure to inspire the home and soul.
Applications and Usability of Interactive TV Take your apps from the small screen to the big screen and start developing for the Samsung SmartTV now! Samsung’s SmartTV platform
gives developers the opportunity to bring the app experience to the world of home entertainment, creating a more interactive and engaging way to reach their audience. If you’re ready to
expand your app development skills beyond the mobile environment, look no further than Samsung SmartTV Application Development. This unique guide shows you how to
incorporate SmartTV features like Smart Interaction, gesture and voice recognition, and personalized recommendations into your app designs and take advantage of movie, video game,
web, and other smart content available on the latest SmartTV offerings. Shows how to build a new SmartTV application – from planning the app design to creating a compelling user
interface, adding features, and taking the app to market Walks you through the development environment, key platform capabilities, the SmartTV toolset, and testing emulator Includes
helpful source code examples to use as inspiration for your own app design and instruction on using video-on-demand, gaming, multi-screen, and Smart Interaction features in your app
Written by a team of experts from Handstudio, a global smart media application and solution developer whose clients include Samsung, Humax, and LG, who share their real-world
insights and experience developing for the Samsung SmartTV platform Make the smart move and get Samsung SmartTV Application Development today!
Computer-Human Interaction. Cognitive Effects of Spatial Interaction, Learning, and Ability The two-volume set LNCS 10286 + 10287 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 8th
International Conference on Digital Human Modeling and Applications in Health, Safety, Ergonomics, and Risk Management, DHM 2017, held as part of HCI International 2017 in
Vancouver, BC, Canada. HCII 2017 received a total of 4340 submissions, of which 1228 papers were accepted for publication after a careful reviewing process. The 75 papers presented in
these volumes were organized in topical sections as follows: Part I: anthropometry, ergonomics, design and comfort; human body and motion modelling; smart human-centered service
system design; and human-robot interaction. Part II: clinical and health information systems; health and aging; health data analytics and visualization; and design for safety.
Samsung Galaxy S21 For Dummies Introduces the major features of the Samsung Galaxy S series of smartphones, covering such topics as texting, accessing the Internet, downloading
apps, sharing pictures, playing music and videos, using maps, and maximizing shortcuts-Arduino: A Quick-Start Guide Along with its interrelated companion volume, The Content, Impact, and Regulation of Streaming Video, this book covers the next generation of
TV—streaming online video, with details about its present and a broad perspective on the future. It reviews the new technical elements that are emerging, both in hardware and software,
their long-term trend, and the implications. It discusses the emerging ‘media cloud’ of video and infrastructure platforms, and the organizational form of such TV.
Remote Control The Media Convergence Handbook sheds new light on the complexity of media convergence and the related business challenges. Approaching the topic from a
managerial, technological as well as end-consumer perspective, it acts as a reference book and educational resource in the field. Media convergence at business level may imply
transforming business models and using multiplatform content production and distribution tools. However, it is shown that the implementation of convergence strategies can only succeed
when expectations and aspirations of every actor involved are taken into account. Media consumers, content producers and managers face different challenges in the process of media
convergence. Volume I of the Media Convergence Handbook encourages an active discourse on media convergence by introducing the concept through general perspective articles and
addressing the real-world challenges of conversion in the publishing, broadcasting and social media sectors.
HWM This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the 25th Australian Conference on Computer-Human Interaction, OzCHI 2013, held in Adelaide,
SA, Australia, in November 2013. The 11 revised extended papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 192 submissions and cover topics on multi-dimensional interaction; video
gaming; spatial learning; and physical spatial interaction.
Beginning Samsung ARTIK Singapore's leading tech magazine gives its readers the power to decide with its informative articles and in-depth reviews.
Samsung SmartTV Application Development Singapore's leading tech magazine gives its readers the power to decide with its informative articles and in-depth reviews.
HWM This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Third Iberoamerican Conference on Applications and Usability of Interactive TV, jAUTI 2014, and the Third Workshop on
Interactive Digital TV, WTVDI 2014, held as part of Webmedia 2014, Jo o Pessoa, Brazil, in November 2014. The 10 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected
from 26 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on IDTV overview; IDTV development tools; IDTV evaluation and testing; IDTV accessibility and usability.
Amazon Fire TV For Dummies Your visual guide to unlocking the full potential of the Samsung Galaxy Teach Yourself VISUALLY Samsung Galaxy is your step-by-step, visual guide to
everything your new phone has to offer. With expert guidance from veteran technology author Guy Hart-Davis, it offers clear, concise instructions and pages of full-color screenshots that
make it easy to learn how to fully utilize the Galaxy's latest features and capabilities from initial set-up to staying in touch, organizing your life, playing games, watching media, and more!
Configure and get your phone set up just the way you want it Text, e-mail, use social networking, and take pictures easily Get access to the Internet, maps, and navigation in a snap
Download apps and sync your Galaxy S6 with other devices Your new Samsung Galaxy can streamline your life and keep you organized — all with the touch of a finger. Make the most of
the experience with Teach Yourself VISUALLY Samsung Galaxy!
Popular Photography Erica Bauermeister, the national bestselling author of The School of Essential Ingredients, presents a moving and evocative coming-of-age novel about childhood
stories, families lost and found, and how a fragrance conjures memories capable of shaping the course of our lives. Emmeline lives an enchanted childhood on a remote island with her
father, who teaches her about the natural world through her senses. What he won’t explain are the mysterious scents stored in the drawers that line the walls of their cabin, or the origin of
the machine that creates them. As Emmeline grows, however, so too does her curiosity, until one day the unforeseen happens, and Emmeline is vaulted out into the real world--a place of
love, betrayal, ambition, and revenge. To understand her past, Emmeline must unlock the clues to her identity, a quest that challenges the limits of her heart and imagination. Lyrical and
immersive, The Scent Keeper explores the provocative beauty of scent, the way it can reveal hidden truths, lead us to the person we seek, and even help us find our way back home.
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